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Question 1        

a) TRUE: “They were 14 per cent more likely to be keeping tabs on their child’s profile than fathers.” 

 

b) TRUE: “One in  six of those who joined Facebook confessed that spying on their children had been their 

 sole motivation of doing so.” 

      

 

Question 2                 En este ejercicio se proponen soluciones válidas, pero no son las únicas posibles      
      

a)   Parents want to find out  where their children go to and who their friends are /… whether they drink a lot  /…

 whether they have a boyfriend or a girlfriend / Some parents also want to know how their children spend

 their money. 
 

b) The survey director understands parents’ behaviour, since Facebook is a  very useful tool to keep an eye on

 their children.  

 

Question 3        
      

a) find out  

b) updates    

c) said   

d) keep track of 

 

Question 4        
      

a) had spied / had been spying    ---- what    

b) deals / has dealt ----- is / has been explained  

c) often / frequently ----- a / per / every   

d) Mary asked her mother what else she saw  /  had seen in her Facebook account. 

 

Question 5                  En este ejercicio se propone una solución, pero no es la única posible      

      

 

It is said that parents are trying to learn how new technologies work in order to watch what their children do or say 

with their friends on internet but, is that something which I totally agree with? 

 

On the one hand, I understand why parents fell the necessity of controlling what their children are doing because 

Internet is something that could be very dangerous, so I think that adult people, who know and have more 

experience than us with this digital world, are very useful and might save teens of any bad choice. On the other 

hand, I think that it should not be very excessive because parents may lose confidence and to create a situation 

contrary to what they are trying to achieve. Front my point of view, I think that controlling or “spying” could be 

good, but always trying to be careful and educate children to avoid surprises in the future. 

 

In conclusion, parents must teach their children the danger of internet and educate them to know what they should 

do and what not. 
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                  THE DANGERS OF PERFUME 
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Question 1  

  

a) TRUE. “[Amazingly, despite the protests made  by perfume lovers,] many of these bans have been    

approved.”   

  

b) FALSE. “[Recently, the number of companies specialised in natural perfumes is increasing]; with more

 complex scents on offer, a healthier lifestyle has never smelled so sweet.” 

 

Question 2           En este ejercicio se proponen soluciones válidas, pero no son las únicas posibles 

 

a) Many people say that they have headaches after they stay in the perfume sections of big shops /

 people also have their eyes full of tears / they also feel like they  are about to vomit / or feel as though they

 cannot get enough air.    

  

b) An advantage of natural  perfumes is that, since they are made with good substances, there are fewer

 possibilities to suffer from allergies / that the buyer does not pay for propaganda. A disadvantage is that they

 are more expensive than perfumes made with artificial chemicals.  

 

Question 3  

 

a) protests  

b) controversial   

c) near   

d) damage  

 

 

Question 4  
  

a) must  / should / do -----  as  

b) coughing   -----   time  

c) was forbidden   -----   for  

d) to buy  ----- whose 
 

 

Question 5                En este ejercicio se propone una solución, pero no es la única posible      

 

Nowadays, everybody lives is a world where every details are important to make your own personality and, how you 

smell is a very important detail. 

 

Perfurme ads are very important for people because thanks to it people know if that perfume is good for children, 

adults or even the perfect age to use it. Experts know what kind of people will buy their products perfectly, because 

they pay a lot of money to famous people trying to catch people like me because “our idols” use those perfumes and 

we want to look like them. Actors, singers, models… it seems that every thing is based of what these kind of people 

use, and every body want to smeel better than others but, are we choosing it because we love how it smeels or only 

because we liked the advert? I do not know, but what I really know is that we should wear that one whose smell is 

perfect for us and not for the others! 
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